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Background

transformational journey is

The emergence of sophisticated digital technologies has
transformed the way that people communicate, collaborate and

well planned and de-risked

do business. In order to gain or retain competitive advantage,
organisations need to embrace the new world of digital by
embarking on a digital transformation path.
As a stepped program of business improvements to people,
processes and tools, digital transformation is geared towards
maximising the potential business contribution of online
technologies and media.
Despite many organisation’s believing that digital will disrupt
their industry, very few are adequately prepared for projected
disruption due to digital trends.
As a consequence, industry experts have noted a lack of
leadership and alignment amongst management and legacy
IT systems, while the shortage of talent and conservative
company cultures present considerable hurdles to compete in
the ever-changing digital landscape.
By finding the right solutions and investing in the right changes,
your organisation can strive for digital maturity and thrive for
decades to come.
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Determine candidates
for immediate cloud
transformation and
understand the hosting
rationale for your
particular application and
infrastructure portfolio.

Demonstrate the lifecycle
management of all running
platforms and run detail
report of the current
technology risks inside
each business unit.

Communicate to
the leadership group
the investment
profiles that affect
their abilities to
deliver value.

Provide detailed
financial analysis to
gain insights into
your technology
investments and
operations.

NEC DTS provides comprehensive insight and access into IT operations
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Common challenges

Benefits

• Difficulty accounting for IT spend

NEC DTS gives customers confidence
to undertake transformation activities
at an increased scale and tempo

• Unsure how to manage transformational risks
• Desire to mature IT capability
• Align IT to the business strategy
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• Current state is unknown or can’t be explained clearly
• Pressure to justify IT budget
• Identifying wasted IT resources
• Accessing and understand the IT landscape to execute well
informed decisions
• Exercising true IT governance.

Financial
• Optimise your investment in current-state architecture prior to
transformation
• Manage your transformation, capital, procurement, financial
risks in a more comprehensive way
• Mitigate redundant IT spending and resource waste

Service overview

• Understand and be able to manage any cloud transitions in a
logical way

NEC DTS is a service that baselines, plans and enables
successful digital transformations. It does this through NEC’s
unique ability to ingest the often-disparate information that
organisations hold regarding their enterprise architecture.

• Map the entire spectrum of infrastructure investments for real
business outcomes
• Highlight your spend-analysis. Are IT investments and costs
based on approved business strategies?

Service benefits are quickly realised, giving customers
confidence to undertake transformational activities at an
increased scale and tempo.
The service has integrated surveys to prepare for cloud
transformations and produces executable transformational
road-maps that are risk managed and traceable.

Innovation
Innovation is difficult, if not impossible if you are held back
with IT housekeeping and operational issues. NEC DTS allows
you to capture an innovation leadership position through
transformation to a best practice model.

Business success
Once the IT operational issues have been addressed, CIO’s can
focus on the design and provision of the business services that
can provide assurances or a competitive edge.

Identify and reduce costs
Enterprise transformation does not have to result in enterprise
level risks and debt. NEC DTS identifies savings, efficiencies
and business benefits.

Quality and governance
NEC DTS comes with its own CMDB, ArchiMate2® mapping
software and configurable PMO that integrates traditional
waterfall project management and agile methodology.

NEC DTS enables you to manage risk more effectively
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Benefits
Environment

Compliance

• Highlight a cloud transformation capability map

• Incorporated TOGAF and ArchiMate® principles ensure best
industry standards

• Execute the IT strategy based on informed and logical

• Reduce risk and complexity through a holistic view

decisions
• Increase business understanding of the IT landscape

• Enforce standardisation of tools without limiting flexibility

• Run detailed reporting on current technology risks inside

• Manage IT processes and compliance with greater

each business unit

consistency

• Manage life-cycle of all running platforms

• Allocate critical resources with full governance.

• Test and review models impact and dependencies
• Report on business capability migration readiness
• Adopt ANY enterprise model backed up by sound
decision making.

Why partner with NEC?
Unlike consulting firms or IT service providers, NEC DTS is the
only end-to-end service that can provide integrated insights
from the business strategy to the individual physical or virtual
server.
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Our customers have the ability to enter the innovation space
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through comprehensively putting to bed the IT compliance,
housekeeping and operational issues holding them back.
NEC DTS is only focussed on our customer’s success. As
a best practice and open sourced framework it allows IT to

Strategy

underwrite and energise outcome realisation.

NEC
DTS

Technology

We have extensive multi-vendor expertise in migrating
customers to new technologies and integrating cloud

Finance
and Projects

environments with legacy infrastructure.
We work with you to deliver holistic, successful business
solutions that maps to your strategy, operations, people and
processes. We also understand the impact that having the right
people with the right skills has on your business success.

NEC DTS baselines, plans and enables successful IT transformation
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